A Deer of Nine Colors
Tuttle Publishing
$7.50 before GST

A spiritual deer with nine colors rescues a man drowning in a river. In exchange the man makes a promise not to talk about the deer’s whereabouts. When the Queen hears about the deer, she insists on making a dress out of the deer’s skin. The man could not resist the temptation of the wealth, led the warriors to the deer. He falls back into the same water, hoping the deer would show up to rescue him. This time, however, the man drowns due to his betrayal.

Confident Toddler Care
The ultimate guide to the toddlers
By Jo Frost
Pansing Distribution
$24.25 before GST

This book offers parents solutions to common problems and practical help on every element like sleeping, healthy eating, tantrums, sibling rivalry and more. This essential know-how will help parents create a thriving and peaceful home for their toddler, taking the dread away from the ‘terrible twos’ and ‘troublesome threes’ so that parents can feel confident and enjoy the toddler years.

YOU and YOUR BUMP
Simple steps to pregnancy well-being
By Emma Cannon
Pansing Distribution
$34.53 before GST

Blending the ancient wisdom of Chinese medicine with conventional Western medical practice, Emma shows how you can nourish your body and mind for a healthy, happy pregnancy and motherhood. With care studies, delicious health-boosting recipes and yoga exercises to reduce stress and strengthen the body for labour, this is a must-have guide for all mums-to-be.

An Attempt to Scoop Up the Moon
Tuttle Publishing
$7.50 before GST

When the monkey king sees the moon in the pool, he jumps up into a tree and clasps hold of a sturdy branch with his legs and hangs downwards. Then, one by one, the monkeys hold one another’s feet until the long line of hanging monkeys’ reach the surface of the water. The little monkey reaches into the water to scoop up the shining moon, but all he gets is a few drops of water...

The Seeds of Love
Growing Mindful Relationships
By Jerry Braza
Tuttle Publishing
$19.00 before GST

Using precepts from many faiths and traditions, this book fosters the practice of using simple, basic actions to reach the best within ourselves and share it with those around us. It will be an invaluable guide to anyone seeking deeper and more conscious relationships. Seeds of Love is about how we nurture the best in ourselves and use this to help us nurture everyone in our lives, from the most casual to the oldest and most intimate relationships.